If you are looking for a more then just a record of
the wedding, something to make you part of the
wedding day again, laugh, cry and artistic flair,
then look further place.
“You have definitely exceeded
our expectations”

“The DVD is fantastic and we
can't stop showing people”

"WOW ! the emotion you captured on video, could never be
caught on any photograph”

“ it's really fun and captured
those special moments
throughout the day.”

“You've captured the essence
of our day including the emotion, the fun, the laughter and
the silliness”

After Months or years of planning, you will want the absolute
best when it comes to your wedding day, something to be able
remember the day for years to come. We can be there to
capture the elegance you worked so hard to accomplish. The
wedding film can be one of the least expensive items on the
day and is something that will still be with you in years to
come.
To capture the magic of your crowning moment, for you to
enjoy long after the memories of the day have faded. We are
at your wedding to capture the action, the buzz and the
atmosphere of your big day, to pick up all those little things
that can easily pass you by on the day. The guests outside
the church, the reception, table layouts, the line-up. It is the
perfect record of your special day.
We have been producing video’s, in the heart of the wedding
Film business since the 1980’s. This means that our vast
experience of over hundreds of weddings and expertise can be
applied to your wedding day, giving you the confidence and
peace of mind, which you will value on the day. Our special
personal service is to bring to you our ultimate wedding DVD.
We listen to and discuss your requirements , to produce a
DVD that is just for you. We can be un-obtrusive as you like
or more up front the choice is always yours. The idea is to
blend in with the wedding party and to capture the personalities and the atmosphere of the day. All filming is carried out
using professional equipment. The sound, which is just as
important as the picture, a fact often overlooked, try watching an action movie without the sound, to this end we use
radio microphones. This means that we can pick up the
speeches and the service without being two feet away from
you. You won’t feel like you’re ‘eating the camera all day!

Standard Package Includes…
Opening titling sequence with music.
Childhood and growing up photograph sequence
Bridal party & guests arriving
Filming of the marriage ceremony & signing of the registers (If permissible)
“ BIG thank you for being so
Candid shots during the photo shoot, including Slow motion of confetti shot. relaxed and at the same time
professional through the day”
The table layouts at the reception including decorations
Greeting the guests in the line up
Speeches and the cutting of the cake.
The first few dances
End credits to remember the Bridesmaids and Ushers in years to come.
The highlights of the day at the end of the DVD set to your music of choice.
DVD copies of the video in presentation cases complete with labels
incorporating a picture of the happy couple
“Seriously, all the compliments
Choice of your music on the DVD
and praise is true - cannot rave
about our DVD enough”

The above is not set in stone and additional options to suit your own
individuality are available.

Once we have filmed your wedding day, and your day is over
it is time to work our magic for you . Editing is regarded by
us, as just as important as the filming of the day and this
normally takes another three to four days to complete.
Music of your choice is added, along with photograph montage and any visual effects are added to make your video
truly special. What is more, because we film and edit you get
that personal wedding DVD that is uniquely yours. We can
even put the highlights on your Ipod, phone or the web to
show your friends.
Now you have learnt a bit about us and have read about
what we can do for you, why not give us a ring and find out
more. We will be more than happy to answer any questions
or queries that you might have. We offer a ‘no obligation’
free demonstration service where you can get to view a real
wedding DVD.

“Everyone who has seen it
thinks its the best wedding
video

“We watched it the moment we
arrived home from our honeymoon, and the memories of the
day came flooding back”

“from the wedding service to
the reception, to the speeches
and then the first dance. We
loved every minute”

